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ABSTRACT

1

Social and political polarization, which sometimes is the result of
misinformation, is a common obstacle that can be harmful at the
moment of communicating government policies. Intelligent tools
that aid critical thinking in the light of different opinions and standpoints available in social media can help ameliorate this obstacle.
This paper presents preliminary research work toward developing
such tools by proposing a methodology for building stance trees
based on tweets collected from social media. Stance trees are hierarchical structures where nodes represent arguments pro, anti, or
uncertain about a target issue and edges stand for attack relations
between those arguments. The proposed methodology includes
retrieving tweets relevant to the target issue, manually labeling
a sample set of the collected tweets, developing and applying a
model for stance detection, and finally building a stance tree. We
illustrate the expected results through a case study on the politically polarized “COVID-19 vaccine” issue. Our preliminary results
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposal and highlight the utility
of stance trees as a tool for aiding critical thinking.

Social media typically reflects citizens’ concerns about various
issues, giving rise to different standpoints and controversial viewpoints. Some of such issues may be the direct result of certain
government policies (e.g. “COVID-19 vaccine”, “legalization of abortion”, “right to bear arms”, and “feminism”, among many others),
engendering controversies which might result in a strong social
and political polarization. While disagreement and argumentation
are healthy and natural in any society, polarization may be harmful
since it may lead to segregation, antagonism, deception, violence,
and losing trust in key institutions [19]. Sometimes polarization
is the result of misinformation, which is a common obstacle that
can greatly mislead a significant part of the society. There is probably no definitive solution that a government can adopt to fight
the problems of polarization and misinformation. Clearly, adopting
policies for controlling speech or disabling the flow of information
are far from being acceptable approaches, as they may jeopardize
democratic free speech and promote even more polarization and
intolerance. However, intelligent tools that aid critical thinking in
the light of different opinions and standpoints available in social
media can play an important role in improving social awareness.
Developing such tools requires implementing effective methods for
stance detection in social media.
Stance detection is the task of automatically determining from
text whether the author of the text is in favor of, against, or neutral
towards a proposition or target [2, 25]. Stance detection is an opinion mining task that is different from sentiment analysis in that
the former focuses on the standpoint towards a given proposition
while the latter looks into the emotional tone behind a body of text.
Although the identification of sentiments from social media content
has been extensively analyzed [4, 11, 18, 26, 32], less work has been
carried out on the problem of stance detection [2, 12, 20, 29].
This work proposes to apply stance detection to a set of tweets
about an issue under analysis to build a stance tree. A stance tree
is a hierarchical structure that can be constructed by analyzing
the prevailing stance (pro, anti or uncertain) associated with different aspects of the issue under analysis. Along with that approach,
argumentation comes into play as a way of contrasting alternative standpoints and facilitating critical thinking about the issue
at hand. In this particular approach, arguments in a stance tree
are a cohesive set of tweets referring to a particular issue, whereas
the structural relationship among arguments is given by indicating
attacks (which are in conflict with a particular argument at issue).
The dialogical and assessment layers provide a global view of all
the arguments involved in the process.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Data mining; • Applied computing
→ E-government; • Computing methodologies → Supervised
learning by classification.
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INTRODUCTION
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In recent previous work, opinion trees [5, 14] were proposed as
a way of contrasting collective opinions. However, opinion trees
are based on sentiment analysis, focusing on providing a prevailing
sentiment (positive, negative or neutral) associated with a set of
tweets. In that respect, the concept of stance tree represents a
natural evolution of the concept of opinion tree, as the notion of
stance can be more naturally associated with an argument that is
part of a dialectical process.
In this paper, we present a methodology to build a stance tree
from a set of tweets. Based on a case study about the “COVID2019 vaccine” issue we illustrate the proposed approach. We also
discuss the applicability of our proposal in the context of identifying
misinformation, helping thus to intelligent decision making from
government stakeholders in the face of polarized issues.

2

RELATED WORK

The analysis of political polarization on social media has a long
tradition and has been mostly studied by analyzing the network
topologies induced by mentions, retweets or followers-followees
relations [1, 7, 31] On the other hand, research on the impact of
misinformation is relatively a new research topic, associated from
the very beginning with politically polarized issues such as elections
and crisis management [9, 21]. In the last two years, the COVID-19
pandemic and vaccination strategies worldwide [30] as well as the
last US presidential election [27] were the two major events which
deserved particular attention in stance detection and the impact of
misinformation in Twitter.
Recent research on stance detection in Twitter has a statistical
background, providing different metrics for handling misinformation and polarized opinions (e.g. [22]). The COVID-19 outbreak
has also prompted the development of intelligent systems based on
machine learning techniques for automatically identifying relevant
tweets deemed to be informative, as done in [24]. In contrast with
our proposal, this system provides a classification for removing
tweets that are deemed ‘uninformative’ for use in down- stream epidemiological analyses, without providing a more structured view or
taxonomy. In [30], the authors rely on a neural framework for the
identification of stance towards misinformation about COVID-19
vaccines. Their approach is based on knowledge graphs, aiming at
stance identification using the so-called attitude consistency (AC),
modeled through a knowledge graph. Our proposal provides an
alternative structure for stance detection, aiming at an easier identification of key terms in handling politically polarized issues, and
providing a more natural way of representing different alternative
arguments (pro, anti and neutral).
In [3], the authors propose three effective misinformation detection models for Twitter in the context of COVID-19, based on
different machine learning techniques (long short-term memory
(LSTM) networks, multichannel convolutional neural network (MCCNN); and k-nearest neighbors (KNN)). Simulations are conducted
to evaluate the performance of the proposed models in terms of
various evaluation metrics. The focus of this research is based on
assessing performance evaluation metrics when identifying individual tweets, rather than identifying the underlying arguments
associated with a set of tweets and their interrelationships, as done
in our approach.
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In [5], the authors advocate for the use of computational argumentation as an underlying layer for modeling intelligent decision making in cognitive cities, highlighting the role of “opinion
trees" [13, 14] when handling conflicting opinions in social media.
They contend that the information made available in Twitter can be
useful to extract a particular version of computational arguments
(called “opinions”) which emerge bottom-up from the social interaction associated with such messages. Opinions can be thus mined
from Twitter based on incrementally generated queries, resulting
in an “opinion tree”, rooted in the first original query. Our approach
based on “stance trees” borrows this key concept for computational
argumentation (a tree-like representation for contrasting potentially contradictory opinions), but the process for obtaining such
a tree is significantly different. In [14], an argument is given by
a set of tweets syntactically associated with a query 𝑄, whereas
in our approach we generate arguments by computing a cohesive
set of tweets using a soft clustering algorithm. Thus, our approach
can be seen as a natural extension of opinion trees, relying on a
supervised model for identifying polarization (rather than just a
syntactic search on the Twitter database).

3

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The process of building a stance tree for a target issue using social
media data involves multiple steps. A schematic overview of the
proposed methodology is presented in Figure 1. Initially, a set of
tweets relevant to the issue under analysis is collected (step 1). This
can be done by implementing a topic-based retrieval tool for Twitter
or by simply using an existing dataset with tweets related to the
issue of interest.
Building a supervised model for stance detection requires accessing a labeled dataset. A random sample dataset is selected and each
tweet from the sample dataset is labeled according to its stance
towards the target issue as pro, anti or neutral (step 2). Following
the usual machine learning methodology, the labeled dataset is used
to train, validate and test a model (step 3). While any multi-class
classifier can be used for this purpose, state-of-the-art BERT-based
transformer networks [10] are an effective choice that can be finetuned to build a prediction model for the problem at hand. The
resulting model can then be applied for stance detection on tweets
relevant to the target issue under analysis (step 4). This way, a
predicted stance (pro, anti or neutral) can be associated with new
tweets. Neutral tweets are discarded as they are not useful for arguing in favor or against a position. Finally, a stance detection tree
is built by applying a novel algorithm adapted from the one used
to build opinion trees [14] (step 5).
Similar to opinion trees, stance trees resemble a dialectical tree
where each node in the tree represents an argument that can take
three possible polarities. However, the process required for building
a stance tree is significantly different from the process of building
an opinion tree. Each node in a stance tree represents an argument
𝐴𝑖 based on a cohesive set of tweets 𝑇𝑖 . The cohesive sets of tweets
are generated by applying a soft clustering algorithm to the tweets
dataset. Since soft clustering algorithms can assign the same object
to more than one cluster it is possible that 𝑇𝑖 ∩ 𝑇 𝑗 ≠ ∅ for 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗
when there exist tweets in 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇 𝑗 that share a common theme.
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Figure 1: Proposed methodology for building a stance tree on an issue of interest. The pipeline for building a stance tree from
social media involves (1) retrieving tweets relevant to an issue of interest using a topic-based information retrieval approach, (2)
creating an annotated dataset with tweets labeled as pro, anti or neutral with respect to the issue at hand, (3) training, validating
and testing a stance detection model, (4) applying the stance detection model to new tweets relevant to the issue under analysis,
and (5) building the stance tree about the issue under analysis.
We associate with each argument 𝐴𝑖 in a stance tree the prevailing stance of the tweets in 𝑇𝑖 , which will typically be pro (labeled
as “+”) or anti (labeled as “-”). However, if 𝑇𝑖 is highly polarized,
the stance of 𝐴𝑖 will be uncertain (labeled as “?”). Based on the
prevailing stance associated with each argument, we say that argument 𝐴𝑖 attacks argument 𝐴 𝑗 if the following three conditions
hold: (1) 𝐴𝑖 and 𝐴 𝑗 have different polarities (i.e., they are conflicting
arguments), (2) 𝑇𝑖 ∩ 𝑇 𝑗 ≠ ∅ (i.e., some tweets in different clusters
share a common theme), and (3) the prevailing polarity of 𝑇𝑖 ∩ 𝑇 𝑗
is equal to the prevailing polarity of 𝑇𝑖 (i.e., the polarity of those
tweets in different clusters that share a common theme tends to be
equal to the polarity of 𝐴𝑖 ).
To illustrate the idea behind these three conditions consider the
highly polarized “COVID-19 vaccine” issue. A possible argument
𝐴𝑖 may be based on a set of tweets that refer to “depopulation”,
which is a common reference in anti-vaccine tweets. On the other
hand, a pro-vaccine argument 𝐴 𝑗 may be based on tweets that talk
about “COVID-19 eradication”. Note that for this example condition
(1) is satisfied (𝐴𝑖 and 𝐴 𝑗 have different polarity). Also, condition
(2) is satisfied if there are tweets from both clusters that share a
common theme (𝑇𝑖 ∩ 𝑇 𝑗 ≠ ∅). Finally, if the prevailing polarity of
those tweets from both clusters with a common themes is negative
then condition (3) is satisfied (the prevailing polarity of 𝑇𝑖 ∩ 𝑇 𝑗 is
equal to the prevailing polarity of 𝑇𝑖 ). In this case, we can conclude
that the “depopulation”-based argument attacks the “COVID-19
eradication”-based argument. Next section presents a case study
that offers an overview of how a stance tree for the “COVID-19
vaccine” issue can be built by applying the proposed methodology.

4

CASE STUDY

For this case study, we use the ANTi-Vax dataset [15], which comprises over 15,000 tweets related to the “-19 vaccine” topic collected
from November 2020 to July 2021. The tweets in this dataset are

labeled as misinformation (1) or no-misinformation (0). However,
this dataset does not contain any stance information.
Once the tweets were hydrated the dataset was reduced to 12,228
tweets. A random sample of 1,050 tweets was selected and manually
classified by three annotators into three categories: pro-vaccine,
anti-vaccine and neutral. A few examples of tweets labeled into
each category are presented in table 1.
The annotation process was completed in two stages. Initially, a
common subset of 50 tweets was labeled by the three annotators
to be able to calculate the inter-annotator agreement. The Cohen’s
kappa coefficient value [6] averaged across the three combinations
of annotator pairs is 0.84, which represents an almost perfect agreement. In light of the high inter-annotator agreement and to expedite
the process of labeling the remaining 1,000 tweets, during the second annotation stage each annotator was assigned a disjoint set
of tweets of similar size. Using the labeled dataset we trained a
BERT-based transformer network [10] and achieved ∼85% accuracy
(details on the evaluations will be presented in a future paper).
To present an illustrative example of the expected results, we
manually analyzed the dataset of tweets to identify potential arguments associated with the “COVID-19 vaccine” issue. A stance tree
obtained from this analysis is presented in Figure 2. In this example,
it is possible to see that the stance about “COVID-19 vaccine” is
highly polarized and therefore it is uncertain (marked with “?” on
the root node of the stance tree). However, when different aspects
associated with this issue are analyzed, different pro and anti standpoints arise. In particular, several anti-vaccine tweets refer to the
fact that “more tests are needed” to guarantee safety. However,
some pro-vaccine tweets state that vaccines “save lives”. Others
claim that vaccines will bring back “normality”. Some polarization
arises concerning going “back to work”, with a pro argument associated with measures to “reactivate economy”. The discussion
could go further, including claims such as the fact that “normality”
results in more “pollution”, etc.
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pro
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neutral

P1. I am now half vaccinated... a moderna man
P2. There’s a new antivaccine lie, the claim that an mRNA
#CovidVaccine (e.g., like the ones from @pfizer and @moderna_tx) is not a "vaccine" but a “medical device” or “gene
therapy” and was falsely classified as a vaccine in order to
bypass safety testing ...
P3. Do you know what eradicated the most deadly illness
from the face of the earth? Vaccination did!
A1. Pfizer admitting that those injected with the vaccine are
shedding. Environmental exposure they call it. very worrying
stuff in there about infertility. If you’ve had this jab in the
last 45 days as that’s what the paper itself suggests please
stay away fro
A2. My mom and all my aunts &amp; uncles, who supposed
to take the jab, all vigorously refuse to take the experimental,
gene altering, magnetic, nano-particle laced vaccine!!!
A3. I hate to see this coming to pass, because too many of my
friends, families and their children have had the experimental
gene therapy.
N1. people asking which vaccine you got is the same vibe as
asking which team you were in pokemon go
N2. can someone explain what people mean on titkok when
they’re saying "if you kin (person) then you should/shouldn’t
worry about what’s in the vaccine" like ik the rona vaccine
but what do they mean by that

Table 1: Illustrative examples of tweets labeled as pro-vaccine,
anti-vaccine and neutral. By analyzing these examples, it is
possible to identify some challenging situations. For instance,
tweet P2 and A3 use similar vocabulary (e.g., “gene therapy”).
However, the former is pro-vaccine while the latter is antivaccine.
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Figure 2: Illustrative example of a stance tree on the “covid-19
vaccine” issue. The issue “covid-19 vaccine” is highly polarized. There are two main arguments, namely an anti-vaccine
argument stating that “more tests are needed” and a provaccine argument claiming that the vaccine favors “covid-19
eradication”. The resulting stance tree provides a global view
of several pro- and anti-vaccine arguments.

no-misinformation
misinformation

anti
17
308

pro neutral
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40
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Table 2: Correlation matrix for misinformation vs. stance.
We observe that pro-vaccine is highly correlated with nomisinformation, while anti-vaccine is highly correlated with
misinformation.
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misinformation

no-misinformation

Figure 3: Stance vs. misinformation. We observe that
most tweets labeled as pro-vaccine are classified as nomisinformation, while most tweets labeled as anti-vaccine
are labeled as misinformation.
An interesting question that arises is whether there is a correspondence between stance and misinformation labels. To this end,
we contrasted the tweets with stance and misinformation labels

from the ANTi-Vax dataset [15]. This analysis is presented in the
bar chart of Figure 3 and correlation matrix of Table 2, where we
can observe that most tweets labeled as pro-vaccine are classified as
no-misinformation. Correspondingly, most tweets labeled as antivaccine, are labeled as misinformation. This case study highlights
the utility of stance trees as a tool for aiding critical thinking and
potentially fighting misinformation in the face of polarized issues.
Finally, to gain preliminary insight on the evolution of the stance
towards the “covid-19 vaccine” issue, we present in Figure 4 a bar
chart showing the number of tweets for each position (anti, neutral
and pro) identified in the labeled set during the period January
2021-July 2021. We observe that the number of pro-vaccine tweets
significantly increases in April 2021 and the number of anti-vaccine
tweets is higher than the number of pro-vaccine ones in May 2021.
A month-by-month chart showing the relation between stance and
misinformation is presented in Figure 5. Similar to what we observe
in Figure 3, this monthly analysis shows that most tweets labeled
as pro-vaccine are classified as no-misinformation and most tweets
labeled as anti-vaccine are classified as misinformation.
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Figure 4: Stance evolution (anti, neutral and pro) during the
period January 2021 - July 2021. We observe a significant
increase in the number of pro-vaccine tweets in April 2021.
We also observe that the number of anti-vaccine tweets is
higher than the number of pro-vaccine ones in May 2021
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definition of argument attack and outlined a method for computing
attack relations on tweets sets. The proposed approach allows building a stance tree on the issue under analysis, which is a hierarchical
structure where nodes represent arguments pro, anti, or uncertain
about a target issue and edges stand for attack relations between
those arguments. A case study on the “COVID-19 vaccine” issue
illustrates the practical aspects of the approach.
We contend that our approach can be thought of as an example
of argumentative Explainable AI [8], where computational argumentation provides the backbone for a wide array of reasoning
abstractions and explanation delivery methodologies. In this way,
stance trees can naturally complement other existing proposals
to derive insights into how citizens view particular government
decisions or public policies [16, 17, 23, 28].
As part of our future work, we plan to apply the proposed
methodology to other polarized topics such as “legalization of abortion” and “right to bear arms”. To this end, it will be necessary
to collect and label a set of tweets related to these issues, which
will make it possible to train issue-specific stance detection models.
Finally, we plan to address usability aspects to integrate the proposed methods into a full-fledged software tool that can be used to
critically explore polarized topics.
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5

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a novel approach for critically
assessing politically polarized issues on Twitter. The proposed approach involves training a stance detection model on an issue under
analysis by applying a traditional machine learning methodology.
Subsequently, the trained model is used for stance detection on a
set of tweets. A soft clustering algorithm is applied to group tweets
that share a common theme. Each resulting cluster allows identifying arguments about the issue at hand. Finally, we formulated a
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